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Abstract

The objective of this dissertation was to determine the proper weight, shape, and holding position of Indonesian elementary school chairs, for easy carrying, lifting, and turning by children aged 6–9, to encourage active learning. Three studies were conducted to examine 1) the effects of elementary school furniture weight and children’s age on the performance of three tasks—carrying a chair, carrying both a chair and a desk, and lifting a chair onto a desk; 2) methods of transporting and grasping a chair; and 3) the effectiveness of implementing chair modifications and different holding positions. The first study found that chair features, and especially chair weight, strongly influenced children’s performance in transporting furniture. Weight guidelines of furniture for elementary school children aged 6–9 were proposed. It was recommended that the weight of Indonesian elementary school furniture, which was too heavy for children aged 6–9 and especially children of younger ages, be decreased to encourage active learning. The second study identified preferred methods of carrying a chair and popular grasping patterns for carrying a chair, and lifting and turning a chair. These patterns should be considered during the redesign of heavy Indonesian elementary school furniture to ease transport, without having to decrease weight. The third study implemented two strategies based on findings of the second study about Indonesian elementary school chairs. The effectiveness of the strategies was then evaluated. The strategies were 1) modifying the shape of the chair to have a curved rectangle edge and be the proper size for a child's grasp, and 2) carrying a chair in the lower holding position (LHP) or higher holding position (HHP). The chair modification and LHP significantly reduced task time, and significantly decreased activity of the deltoid middle fiber muscle. However, for lifting and turning a chair onto a desk, these strategies did not eliminate the influence of the excessive weight of the chair and discouraged easy task completion. In conclusion, Indonesian elementary school furniture is too heavy and large for young children to transport. Two effective strategies were provided that did not require decreasing the chair’s weight, and could improve the ease of carrying the chair. The findings of this dissertation may be useful to propose further research for redesigning Indonesian elementary school chairs to encourage active learning, which will lead to improvements in education quality in Indonesia as well as other developing countries.
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Chapter 1

General introduction
1. Active learning in the classroom and school furniture

It is widely believed that active learning approaches have a positive impact in current educational systems. Finding of previous studies have shown that applying this type of approach in the classroom can significantly increase student enthusiasm [1], and improve the quality of both the learning process and learning outcome [2-8]. Active learning as a learning process derived from Dewey [9], Piaget [10], Vygotsky [11], and Ernest [12] theories that students construct a knowledge concept through their own learning activities, namely, learning by doing and experiencing. Thus, obtaining knowledge does not only depend on the teacher, but also on actively building knowledge, rather than being passive [9]. Furthermore, UNICEF [13] recommended the implementation of active learning, for which the student is the center of the learning process, in classrooms to encourage the quality of the learning process. Since quality of education involves the learner, learning environment, content, processes, and outcome quality [8], it is necessary to encourage active learning implementation to improve the quality of education.

In the learning process, children not only need to build their own concepts, but also need to share or communicate their understanding to others [11]. This requires students to be active in class, such as by speaking, observing, performing tasks, and collaborating with friends. According to another definition, students are active physically and mentally in an active learning process [3]. Accordingly, classroom layouts should be arranged appropriately based on the teaching purpose [14-16], and can significantly affect improvements in the learning process as well.
as learning outcomes [14-19]. For example, to improve social interaction among students, furniture should be arranged in a semi-circle. Furthermore, students will more actively ask questions within a row and column arrangement [14-16]. Since according to the active learning principle students should be active mentally and physically to construct knowledge [3, 9-12], having children arrange furniture themselves may encourage the learning process. Even though teachers may give instructions on how children should arrange the furniture, children will be stimulated to initiate further action such as the technical aspects of the arrangement. Therefore, to encourage furniture arrangement by children for active learning purposes, furniture should be easy for them to transport, which also would reduce the time required to arrange the classroom layout.

2. School furniture in developed countries

When classroom furniture is arranged for active learning, various tasks are carried out by children. For example, chairs and desks are often carried to make table layouts for group work and discussion. For other activities, chairs and desks are carried together and moved against the classroom wall, when a large empty area is needed in the center of the classroom. Before doing these tasks, chairs are sometimes lifted and turned onto desks. Thus, in order to accommodate these task demands, furniture should be light enough to transport, and furniture weight should be appropriately matched to the carrying abilities of children at different ages.

Currently, only developed countries have been able to design elementary
school furniture to meet active learning demands, due to their sufficient budgets. Typical furniture has been produced according to size standards by age [20]. In almost all developed countries, standard size dimensions have been matched to age ranges and children’s body dimensions; however, in some developed countries such as China [21-22], the United States [23], New Zealand [24], and Taiwan [25], sizes have not been matched to children’s body dimensions. Size standards for each age range [20] may indicate the appropriate weight for each age. Moreover, the development of moving furniture was proposed by Breitecker [17], such as the swivel chair, and in some developed countries this concept has been applied in classrooms (Germany, the United States). However, this chair may not be easy to carry and move, and lift and turn by children. Thus, in order to encourage ease of furniture transport and the possibility of active movement in class, it may be more appropriate to use furniture properly sized by age range [20].

The ISO 5970 [20] standards have shown that demands of active learning can be met. Dimension standards by age range may be matched to children’s weight in each age range. For example, in Japan, elementary school chairs and desks are chosen according to children’s age ranges as well as their body dimensions. Given that children often complete tasks such as carrying chairs, carrying chairs and desks together, and lifting and turning chairs, weight standards are necessary for manufacturing as well as ease of furniture transport.
3. School furniture in developing countries

The provision of proper elementary school furniture for active learning is related to improvements in the quality of education, and is affected by government education policies and factual conditions. UNESCO [26] reported that the quality of education in developing countries still remains inadequate. Economic problems of developing countries, especially low and middle-income countries, are the main obstacle to local governments providing proper learning environments [26] including furniture. Therefore, since furniture is a factor to improve the quality of education, optimizing furniture in developing countries should be addressed.

Furniture with standard sizes for each age range of children [20] may be easy to move and arrange to encourage active learning. However, in developing countries, a mismatch has been found between furniture and students’ body dimensions. Adewolo and Isedowo [27] reported that the dimensions of desks and chairs in a Nigeria elementary school did not fit school children aged 5-12. The same results also were found in Chile [28], Vietnam [29], Greece [30-31], Egypt [32], India [33], Croatia [34], Iran [35], Serbia [36], Turkey [37], and Indonesia [38-40]. Since proper weights may be derived based on proper furniture sizes for different age ranges, mismatched sizes of furniture in developing countries may indicate that weights also were not appropriate for children in each age range.

Indonesia, as a representative developing country, has constraints with respect to elementary school furniture. Improvements in elementary school furniture will improve the quality of education in Indonesia, which is one of five missions of the Ministry of Education and Culture’s strategic plan for 2015-2019 [41]. However,
Indonesian furniture, which does not match children’s dimensions [38-40], may not be of proper weight to be easily moved and arranged for all age ranges of children. Moreover, strategic planning by the Indonesian Ministry of Education and Culture from 2015 to 2019 [40] asserts that it is necessary to improve student involvement in active learning activities. In fact, the Indonesian Ministry of Education and Culture has a guideline requiring that Indonesian elementary school chairs should be easy for children to transport, to promote active learning [43]. Moreover, the guideline states that elementary school chairs should be provided in two sizes for lower grades (1, 2, and 3) and higher grades (4, 5, and 6) [43], to accommodate children’s body dimensions and their ability to move the chair. However, it is difficult to implement this guideline because the Ministry of Education and Culture does not obligate schools or local government to execute and implement the standard.

Previous researches show that furniture has been produced manually in conventional factories or home businesses, with workshops located in extended houses [38-40]. In these workshops, complicated and uniform shapes of the furniture could not be created (complicated and precise shapes of the furniture could not be produced easily). Furthermore, to provide inexpensive furniture, low-wage Indonesian woodworkers, and local rough wood materials were employed. A pilot study indicated that this furniture is rustic, with sharp edges, and a thick component. Moreover, the improper size of this furniture for younger children makes it heavy for them. Given the limited budget of the Indonesian government for school environments, and the budgetary priority of school furniture [41], this product was chosen to meet quantity but not quality demands.
Therefore, based on limitations in Indonesian school furniture manufacturing and the need to meet active learning directives, alternative strategies are needed to improve the ease of transport of furniture without decreasing weight, such as modifying the shape or teaching the proper way for furniture to be held.

4. The ability of children to carry, lift, and turn chairs

Since Indonesian furniture is unfit for children in each age range [38-40], it may be excessively heavy for them. The physiological cost of walking and the load on leg muscles increase with increases in load weight [44]. Moreover, carrying weight should be proportional to children’s body weight [44-46]. Studies about maximum loads for carrying, lifting, and turning for adults largely concern the biomechanics field [47-51]. For adults, the maximum weight in a carrying task should be lower than 10% of body weight [52], and the maximum weight in a lifting and turning task involving standing straight for eight hours should be 34.1% and 25.7% for males and females, respectively [52]. While numerous load weight studies have been conducted related to a biomechanics point of view to reduce excessive loads [53-58], to our knowledge, no studies have been conducted regarding maximum load weights for children. Therefore, to expand practical biomechanics to improve quality of life at all ages, it is necessary to obtain maximum elementary school furniture weights for carrying, lifting, and turning.

Furthermore, there are a range of children’s body dimensions in each age range. This could explain how standard school furniture sizes [20], which are based on children’s body dimension in each age range, can be implemented for
certain age ranges. Age ranges are characterized not only by body dimensions, but also by weight. Body weight and age have a strong relationship, such that the body weight of children normally increases with age [59-60]. Since the ability to carry a load of a certain weight relates to body weight, children of increasing age will have increased ability to carry weight. Therefore, the weight of school furniture should correspond to children’s ages as well as their body weights.

5. General objectives and research plan

The general objective of this study was to determine the proper weight, shape, and holding position of Indonesian elementary school furniture, and chairs in particular, for easy carrying, lifting, and turning by children aged 6-9, to encourage active learning in the classroom. Three studies were conducted to achieve this objective. The first concentrated on the weight of the chair. The second focused on the method to transport the chair. These studies provided guidelines on the proper weight and shape of chairs for children aged 6-9. The third study was conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of the recommendations of the first and second studies.

6. Structure of the dissertation

This dissertation was divided into five chapters:
Chapter 1: General introduction

This chapter describes the background of the Indonesian elementary school furniture problem, including conditions associated with the problem of difficult transport that discourages active learning activities in the classroom. This chapter explains the general study objective and brief research plan.

Chapter 2: Effect of furniture weight on carrying, lifting, and turning of chairs and desks among elementary school children

In this chapter, a study published in PLoS ONE (DOI: 10.1371/journal.pone.0128843; Lu’lu’ Purwaningrum, Kyotaro Funatsu, Jinghong Xiong, Cucuk Nur Rosyidi, Satoshi Muraki) on June 8, 2015. The objective of this study was to investigate the effects of elementary school furniture weight and child’s age on the performance of three carrying tasks (carrying a chair, lifting and turning a chair onto a desk, and carrying both a chair and a desk together) from an ergonomics point of view.

Chapter 3: Study of children’s methods of grasping and carrying chair to redesign elementary school chairs for easy carrying, lifting and turning

The objective of this study was to investigate children’s methods of carrying a chair as well as lifting and turning it onto a desk.
Chapter 4: The effectiveness of a proper shape and holding positions of the elementary school chair to encourage the student transporting a chair easily

The objective of this study was to evaluate the effectiveness of shape modifications of Indonesian chairs, to allow a proper holding position for carrying a chair, and lifting and turning a chair onto a desk for children aged 6-8.

Chapter 5: General discussion

This chapter summarizes the results of Chapters 2-4, including recommendations for the design of elementary school chairs that are easy to carry, lift, and turn for children.
Chapter 2

Effect of furniture weight on carrying, lifting, and turning of chairs and desks among elementary school children
1. Introduction

It has long been noted that elementary schools should provide desks and chairs that are easy for students to move and carry. School furniture (e.g., chairs and desks) that is easy to move and carry could help to improve the quality of education [14-17]. Previous studies have suggested that seating arrangements should be changed on a regular basis, because they may have a significant influence on student’s behaviors [14-16]. For example, furniture in rows and columns may lead students to ask more questions, whereas semi-circle configurations may encourage social interaction among students [14]. Considering the limited carrying and lifting capabilities of children, and that lighter or proper-weight furniture requires less effort to move, use of this type of furniture could save time as well as reduce the risk of injury.

Increasing the weight that one carries increases the physiological cost of walking, and the load on leg muscles [44]. Studies have suggested that the weight of backpacks carried by children should be proportional to their body weight [44-46, 61]. The body weight of children normally increases with age [59, 60, 62]. Therefore, the weight of school furniture should correspond to children’s ages and body weights.

Some solutions have been proposed with regard to this issue. Breithecker [17] introduced a new swivel chair design using castors, named the “ergo dynamic” or “movement ergonomic” chair. This chair can be easily moved by children in the classroom [17]. In addition, the attention and concentration of students using these chairs have been shown to improve by over 70%, compared with students using
traditional chairs [17]. Although this design provides an easy-to-move chair, developing countries have difficulty implementing this change, because of budgetary concerns and limited manufacturing techniques.

In developed countries such as Australia, Japan, and Scotland, elementary school chairs and desks are lighter, and may be easily carried and moved by all children (Fig. 2.1); However, weight guidelines still need to be better applied prior to manufacturing. Many researchers have investigated appropriate furniture for elementary school children in their respective countries [21-25, 27-40], but these studies have not focused on weight issues. In Japan, school furniture dimensions are regulated based on ISO 5970 [20], so that furniture appropriate for children of certain body dimensions and age ranges is produced. However, weight guidelines are needed for manufacturing.

![Australia](image1.png) ![Japan](image2.png) ![Scotland](image3.png)

**Fig. 2.1. Chairs and desks of elementary school in Australia, Japan, and Scotland elementary schools.**

In developing countries such as Nigeria, Malaysia, Indonesia, and Vietnam (Fig. 2.2), the weight of elementary school furniture has not been sufficiently considered. Since there are insufficient studies on furniture weight, children may carry chairs and desks that are too heavy for them. In Indonesia, the Ministry of National Education has a regulation that elementary school chairs must be easily
carried by children [43]. In addition, the desired dimensions (including weight) of school furniture differ between grades 1-3 and grades 4-6 [43]. However, in most developing countries, across every age and grade in elementary schools, chairs have uniform dimensional standards [65, 66]. This may discourage movement of chairs and desks for classroom activities.

Fig. 2.2. Chairs and desks of elementary schools in Indonesia, Vietnam, Malaysia and Nigeria.
Taking all of the above finding into account, it is necessary to propose a weight guideline for elementary school furniture that is proportional to children’s body dimensions at certain ages. The present study investigated the effects of elementary school furniture weight and children’s age on performance of three tasks-carrying a chair, carrying both a chair and a desk, and lifting a chair onto a desk. This study also compared the difficulty of these tasks for Indonesian and Japanese furniture.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Participants

Healthy Indonesian and Japanese children (N = 42) who could understand the experimenters’ instructions participated in this study. The Indonesian children included 6 boys and 11 girls, and the Japanese children included 12 boys and 13 girls. Their ages ranged between 6.0 and 9.9 years and they were categorized into four age-range groups: 6 (6.0-6.9), 7 (7.0-7.9), 8 (8.0-8.9), and 9 (9-9.9) years. In both Indonesia and Japan, children go to elementary school for six years, starting at age 6. The age range of the participants corresponded to the lower and middle grades (first to fourth year) of elementary school. Table 2.1 presents the number of participants by age-range group, sex, and nationality.

Before the experiment, participants’ parents signed informed consent forms. This study was approved by the ethics committee of the Faculty of Design, Kyushu University, Japan (Approval Number: 125).
Table 2.1. Number of participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age group (Age range, years)</th>
<th>Indonesian (N)</th>
<th>Japanese (N)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Boys</td>
<td>Girls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 (6–6.9)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 (7–7.9)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 (8–8.9)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 (9–9.9)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2. Experimental instruments

Representative furniture from Indonesian and Japanese public elementary schools were used as the main equipment in this experiment, including one Indonesian chair, two Japanese chairs, and one Japanese desk.

2.2.1. Chairs

Two Japanese (Chairs A and B) and one Indonesian (Chair C) chairs were used to create three different chair weight conditions (Fig. 2.3, Table 2.2). In Japan, some sizes of chairs and desks (proportional to student height) based on ISO 5970 [20] are most readily available in elementary schools. This experiment employed two sizes of Japanese chairs. Chairs A and B were Size 2 (340 mm width x 290 mm depth x 300 mm seat height) and Size 3 (360 mm width x 290 mm depth x 340 mm seat height), respectively. Chairs A and B were appropriate for students whose height ranged between 117 and 130 cm, and between 131 and 144 cm, respectively. Although the material was the same for both chairs, the weights were different due to the size difference (Chair A: 3.2 kg, Chair B: 3.9 kg).
**Fig. 2.3. Chairs for the experiments.** Chairs A and B are Japanese elementary school chairs; Chair C is a typical Indonesian elementary school chair.

**Table 2.2. Dimensions of Indonesian and Japanese chairs.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Chair A</th>
<th>Chair B</th>
<th>Chair C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Seat height&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt; (mm)</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight (kg)</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>Distance from the seat to the bottom of the chair.

In contrast, in Indonesia, there is no precise standard for school furniture design for each age. Accordingly, the ordinary elementary school chair had a seat height and weight of 420 mm and 5 kg, respectively (Table 2.2). This is a typical chair used in most public Indonesian elementary schools [38-39, 43, 67]. According to a survey regarding chair weights in 11 public Indonesian elementary schools (prior to this experiment) [39], 5 kg was among the lowest range of chair weights in Indonesian elementary schools. The seat height of the chair was in the same range as chairs generally used in Indonesian elementary schools (380–450
2.2.2. Desks

Only a Japanese elementary school desk was used in this experiment (Fig. 2.4). This desk was for children whose height ranged from 131 to 144 cm (Size No. 3 of Japanese elementary school desk), and met ISO 5970 [20]. The height and weight of the desk were 580 mm and 8.4 kg, respectively (Table 2.3). The Indonesian desk was simulated using the Japanese desk with additional height and weight. The height and weight of the desk was based on the typical Indonesian elementary school desk, which was 55-75 cm [38-39, 43]. In lifting and turning the chair, additional height was added using a box (height: 100 mm) (Fig. 2.4). This was an adequate simulation of an Indonesian desk for this task, because the main goal was to investigate the effect of the chair weight. In carrying a chair and desk together, additional weight created by placing 4.6 kg of iron in the desk drawer was adequate to simulate the heavier Indonesian desk.

Fig. 2.4. The Japanese desk without additional height (left) and with additional height (right).
Table 2.3. Weights for various combinations of carrying both a chair and a desk.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Furniture</th>
<th>Combination</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chair (kg)</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desk (kg)</td>
<td>8.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional weight (kg)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total weight (kg)</td>
<td>11.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3. Experimental tasks, conditions, and procedures

The experiment was conducted in a large flat space over six days in February and March 2013. Participants performed three different tasks: 1) carrying a chair, 2) turning and lifting a chair on a desk, and 3) carrying both a chair and a desk together. Before each task, we gave participants brief instructions about how to complete each task, and time for practice. To prevent injury, participants wore non-slip work gloves and shoes. In addition, we instructed them to stop the task immediately if they felt it was impossible or dangerous to continue. During the task, an adult stood beside the participants for safety.

Participants performed tasks from lighter/smaller to heavier/larger furniture, in order to prevent injury, and to allow participants to judge easily whether they could perform the next task level. After each task, an experimenter ensured that factors such as pain, fatigue, lack of motivation, etc. would not influence performance of the next condition. During each task, participants’ movements were recorded using a digital video camera (Panasonic, HC-V 300 M, Japan) at 30
frames per second.

2.3.1. Task 1: Carrying a chair

This task involved bringing each chair (A, B, and C) from the start to finish line (a 3 m distance). A chair was placed sideways behind the start line, and participants sat on the chair to wait for the start command. After we gave a signal to start, they stood up from the chair, raised the chair with their hands, carried it toward the finish line, and put it down on the floor beyond the finish line. Before tasks, we instructed them that they 1) could hold any part of the chair, 2) should not push or slide the chair on the floor, and 3) should walk at an ordinary speed during the task.

![Fig. 2.5. Task 1: Carrying a chair a distance of 3 m. Step 1: start position; Step 2: standing up (start time); Step 3: carrying the chair; Step 4: putting the chair down (finish time).](image)

2.3.2. Task 2: Lifting and turning a chair upside down

This task involved turning a chair upside down and putting it on a desk. In this task, three chair weights (Chairs A, B, and C) and two desk heights (standard desk height: 580 mm, higher desk height: 680 mm) were employed.

A chair was placed in front of the desk as indicated in Fig. 2.6. First, the
participant sat on the chair to wait for the start command. After the start command, the participant stood up from the chair, turned the chair upside down, and put it on top of the desk, as shown in Fig. 2.6. Participants could hold any part of the chair, and they could rotate the chair on the floor if necessary.

![Fig. 2.6. Task 2: Turning a chair upside down.](image)

**Fig. 2.6. Task 2: Turning a chair upside down.** Step 1: starting position; Step 2: standing up (start time); Step 3: turning the chair upside down; Step 4: putting the chair on the desk (finish time).

### 2.3.3. Task 3: Carrying both a chair and a desk

This task involved moving a desk with a chair, which was placed upside down on top of the desk (Fig. 2.7), from the start to finish line (a 3 m distance). In this task, four conditions of different total weight (11.6, 12.3, 13.4, and 18 kg) were employed using three chairs (Chairs A, B, and C), a desk, and additional weight as specified previously (Table 2.3).

![Fig. 2.7. Task 3: Moving a chair and a desk together.](image)

**Fig. 2.7. Task 3: Moving a chair and a desk together.** Step 1: Starting position (start time); Step 2: carrying; Step 3: placing on the floor (finish time).
A desk was placed facing forward behind the start line. First, the participant stood in front of the desk, and held the sides of the desk top with both hands while waiting for the start command. After the start command, participants carried the desk and chair to the finish line, and placed it on the floor beyond the finish line. Before the task, participants were instructed to walk at a normal speed and to push or slide the desk across the floor.

2.4. Measurements

2.4.1. Physical characteristics of participants

Before the experiment, height, weight, body mass index (BMI), and grip strength were measured. Grip strength was measured for both hands using a digital handgrip dynamometer (Takeikiki, A 5401, Japan).

2.4.2. Task time

The time taken to complete each task (task time) was measured using frame-by-frame playback of the recorded video. In Task 1, the start time was the moment when one chair leg bottom was raised off the floor, and finish time was when one chair leg bottom touched the floor. For Task 2, the start time was when one chair leg bottom was lifted, and the finish time was when the chair’s seat was placed on the table. Lastly, for Task 3, the start time was when one leg bottom of the desk and chair was raised, and finish time was when one was placed on the floor.

2.4.3. Successful and unsuccessful lifting and turning of the chair

In the task involving lifting and turning a chair onto the desk, we judged that
children were successful if they could complete the task without dropping the chair, without stopping for a while in the middle of the task, and without putting themselves in danger. Dangerous situations were identified as those in which children carried the chair with an unstable grip and they were at risk of dropping it.

2.5. Statistical analysis

Statistical analyses were performed using IBM SPSS Version 21.0 (2012) for Windows, Chicago, USA. Descriptive results were presented as means and standard deviations. Two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to identify differences in physical characteristics related to sex and nationality. Pearson correlation coefficients were calculated to analyze the relationship among children’s physical characteristics, between children’s physical characteristics and task time, and between chair type and task time. A repeated measures one-way ANOVA was employed to compare task time of the three chair types in the chair-moving task, followed by post-hoc pairwise Bonferroni-corrected comparison tests for significant differences among chair types. The exact chi-square test was used to compare success rates among task conditions for the lifting and turning task and the moving a chair and desk together task [68,-69]. The level for significance was set at 0.05.
3. Results

3.1. Physical characteristics

Table 2.4 presents means and standard deviations of physical characteristics of participants, separated by sex and nationality. Two-way ANOVA revealed no significant effects of sex or nationality. For all participants (N = 42), age showed a significant positive correlation with height (r = 0.762, p < 0.01), weight (r = 0.547, p < 0.01), and grip strength (r = 0.535, p < 0.01).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Indonesian</th>
<th>Japanese</th>
<th>All</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Boy (N = 6)</td>
<td>Girl (N = 11)</td>
<td>Boy (N = 12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>7.5 ± 1.0</td>
<td>7.6 ± 1.0</td>
<td>7.4 ± 0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height (cm)</td>
<td>122.3 ± 4.6</td>
<td>122.7 ± 7.4</td>
<td>119.2 ± 7.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight (kg)</td>
<td>25.6 ± 5.1</td>
<td>23.8 ± 3.1</td>
<td>22.8 ± 2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI(^a) (kg/m(^2))</td>
<td>17.2 ± 2.58</td>
<td>15.9 ± 1.9</td>
<td>16.0 ± 1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grip strength (kgf)</td>
<td>9.5 ± 1.7</td>
<td>8.7 ± 1.6</td>
<td>8.5 ± 2.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)Body mass index.

3.2. Carrying a chair

All participants successfully completed the task of carrying a chair for all chair conditions. Fig. 2.8 displays the task time for carrying only a chair a distance of three meters. The task time for Chair C was significantly longer than that of Chairs A and B (p < 0.05). A repeated measures one-way ANOVA showed a significant effect of chair type on task time (p < 0.01). Post-hoc tests using the
Bonferroni correction revealed a significant difference between Chairs A and C, and between Chairs B and C (p < 0.05). Fig. 2.9 illustrates the relationship between participant age and task time for each chair condition. There were significant negative relationships between these variables for Chair B (r = –0.368, p < 0.05) and C (r = –0.347, p < 0.05), but not for Chair A. However, task time was not significantly correlated with other physical characteristics (height, weight, BMI, and grip strength).

![Bar chart showing task time for carrying only a chair.](image)

**Fig. 2.8. Task time for carrying only a chair.**
3.3. Lifting and turning a chair

In both desk height conditions, the exact chi-square test revealed significant differences in success rates of lifting and turning a chair among the three chair conditions (p < 0.01). Chairs A and B showed success rates over 60%, whereas Chair C showed a lower success rate (around 20%) for both desk height conditions (Fig. 2.10). In contrast, a significant effect of desk height on success rate was not found for any chair condition.
Fig. 2.10. Success rates by chair type for lifting a chair on a standard/higher desk. Exact chi square test: standard desk: p < 0.01; higher desk: p < 0.01.

Fig. 2.11 presents the effects of chair type and age on success rates for turning and lifting a chair in both desk height conditions. Success rates increased with age for all combinations of chair type and desk height, except for Chair C on a standard height desk. Participants aged 9 years attained a success rate of 100% for Chairs A and B in both desk height conditions. For participants aged 8 years, the success rate was significantly affected by chair type for both desk heights. Approximately 80% succeeded with Chairs A and B, but success rates dropped dramatically to approximately 20% for Chair C. For participants aged 7 in both desk height conditions, success rates gradually decreased from Chair A, to B, and to C, although the effect was of borderline significance in the standard height condition (p = 0.051). In addition, the success rate of participants aged 6 years showed a significant effect of chair type only for a standard desk. Although a high success rate (approximately 60%) was shown for Chair A and a standard desk height, very low rates were found for other combinations of chair types and desk heights.
3.4. Carrying both a chair and a desk

For the task that involved carrying both a chair and a desk, the exact chi-square test showed a significant effect of task condition on success rate (p < 0.01). Success rate decreased with increasing total weight of the chair and desk (Fig. 2.12). Fig. 2.13 present the effects of task condition and age on success rate. For participants aged 7 and 8, the exact chi-square test also indicated significant differences in the rate among task conditions (p < 0.05). Success rates decreased with increasing total weight of the desk and chair, although success rates were nearly 100% for combinations A and B in children aged 8. However, this trend was not found for participants aged 6 and 9. For participants aged 9, success rates higher than 80% were observed for all conditions. In contrast, the success rate for participants aged 6 was lower (approximately 20%) for all conditions.
Fig. 2.12. Success rates by four furniture weights for carrying a chair/desk together. Exact chi square test: p < 0.01.

Fig. 2.13. Success rates for four furniture weights by age group for carrying a chair/desk together. Exact chi square test: age 6, n.s.; age 7, p<0.05; age 8, p<0.05; age 9, n.s.

4. Discussion

4.1. Effects of sex and ethnic groups on physical measurements

This study compared Japanese and Indonesian chairs, used in their respective countries, and involved children of Japanese and Indonesian ethnicity. Given that
Japanese children are familiar with Japanese chairs, they would be expected to perform better with Japanese chairs; the same would be true for Indonesian children and Indonesian chairs. Therefore, to ensure equality, this study included children who were of Japanese and Indonesian ethnicity. Previous research has found significant effects of ethnic group on anthropological measurements in children [70-71]. Ethnicity, geography, and social conditions have been shown to influence physical characteristics [71-73]. However, the present study did not demonstrate significant differences for any measurements of physical characteristics between Indonesian and Japanese children. Moreover, according to the national anthropological database of Japanese and Indonesian individuals [38-39, 74-75], heights and weights of children aged 6 to 9 are similar for the two groups. Therefore, Japanese and Indonesian children were grouped in the present analyses.

4.2. Carrying a chair

Chairs are frequently carried for class activities in elementary schools. In the present study, the task time of Chair C was significantly longer than for the other two chairs (Fig. 2.8). The prominent features of Chair C are larger dimensions and a heavier weight. This study using the same three types of chairs observed holding positions for carrying chairs, and found two popular positions. The differences in height of the popular holding positions for Chairs A and C are 34% (height of seat back lower rail: Chair A, 410 mm; Chair C, 550 mm) and 36% (seat height: Chair A, 300 mm; Chair C, 410 mm). In contrast, the difference in chair weight is 56% (Chair A, 3.2 kg; Chair C, 5.0 kg). Thus, the weight ratio is greater than the height
ratio of the chairs’ holding positions. Accordingly, the longer task time—namely, the decrease in performance for Chair C, might be mainly caused by the heavier weight. This assumption is supported by findings [48-50] that heavy loads decreased walking speed of participants. Chair C is the typical type used in Indonesian public elementary schools. The heavy weight of this chair could potentially discourage dynamic class activities.

Furthermore, the present study showed a negative relationship between participant age and task time for Chairs B and C, but not Chair A (Fig. 2.9). In other words, only Chair A was suitable for younger children to carry. Chair A is produced for children whose height is between 117 and 130 cm, in accordance with ISO 5970 [20]. This range corresponds to children aged approximately 6 to 7 years in both ethnic groups [38-39, 74]. ISO 5970 was created specifically so that children could be seated with proper posture. These results suggested that an easy-to-carry chair can be produced for younger children within the guidelines of ISO 5970 [20].

On the other hand, some studies recommend that the weight of carried items should be proportional to children’s body weight [44-46]. In addition, the body weight of children normally increases with age [59-61]. In the present study, however, only age (and not body weight) had a significant relationship with task time. Age is comprehensive in that it involves aspects beyond physical characteristics (height, weight, physical strength), such as comprehension, skill, experience. Therefore, age is considered the best indicator for chair carrying specifications.
4.3. Turning a chair upside down and desk height

Chairs are sometimes lifted and turned upside down in elementary schools in some countries [76]. When students clean their classroom, this task is useful to create free floor space. In order to improve the efficiency of class activities, chairs and desks are often carried together by students to the perimeter of the room, or to corridors outside the room. In Japanese elementary schools, before carrying the chairs and desks, students usually lift and turn the chair upside down on the desk. Ease of this task is affected by not only the type of chair, but also the height of the desk. Therefore, the present study focused on the effects of these two aspects of school furniture, as well as the characteristics of participants.

The success rate for this task was strongly influenced by participant age (Fig. 2.11) for both desk height conditions. Children aged 6 showed a much lower success rate for all types of chairs, compared with other older children. Moreover, even for the lightest chair (Chair A), they did not show a high success rate for either lower or higher desks (67% and 22%). Based on observations of their behavior during the task, most cases of failure seemed to be caused by not only physical characteristics (e.g., strength to lift the chair, high desk height compared to the child’s height) but also insufficient understanding of how to perform the task. This is in line with Rebok et al. [77], who demonstrated that comprehension of instructions among elementary school children declines with decreasing age. Accordingly, the findings of this study suggested that in order to prevent injuries among children aged 6, they need appropriate instruction and supervision when lifting and turning even a lighter chair onto a desk.
On the other hand, among children aged 7 to 9, success rates depended on chair type as well as age. All children aged 9 succeeded at the task for Chairs A and B, but some did not for Chair C. These failures were mainly due to strength limitations, unlike for children aged 6. Children’s muscle strength increases with age [78], which is consistent with the grip strength results of the present study. Nevertheless, the 5.0 kg weight of Chair C was still too heavy even for some children aged 9. For children aged 7 to 8, success rate decreased as chair weight increased and as age decreased, in both desk height conditions, except for Chair C on a standard desk.

The present study failed to show significant effects of desk height on success rates for lifting and turning a chair. Some previous studies have demonstrated an effect of destination height when humans manually lift a load from the floor [51-52]. Thus, it is not that the desk height had no effect on the ease of this task, but rather that the effect of the chair’s characteristics, such as size and weight, exceeded that of the desk height.

### 4.4. Carrying both a chair and a desk

In the current study, the success rate of carrying a chair and desk together decreased as age decreased, and as total weight of the chair and desk increased (Fig. 2.12). Furniture Combination D simulated an Indonesian chair and desk. Children’s success rate in the 6-9 year age range was much lower than in other conditions (Fig. 2.13). In a previous study of adults lifting an object to hand height in a standing straight position once during eight hours, the ratios between the maximum acceptable weight and the body weight of males and females were
34.1% and 25.7%, respectively [47]. However, in the present study, the ratio of the Combination D weight (18 kg) to children’s body weight (mean: 24.5 kg) was 73.5%. To our knowledge, there are no studies investigating maximum acceptable carrying weights for children. However, the weight ratio of Combination D to children’s average body weight in the study was more than twice the acceptable weight ratio for adult. Therefore, the weight of Indonesian school furniture should be decreased to make it more suitable for carrying.

Children aged 6 showed a very low success rate for this task (approximately 22%), which was much different from those aged 7 and over (Fig. 2.12). As described, the previous task (lifting and turning a chair) was also difficult for them. Accordingly, these results indicate that carrying a chair and desk together is not recommended for younger children. Meanwhile, the success rate of children aged 7 to 8 decreased with increased weight of furniture. In children aged 8, the success rate was close to 100% at and below 12.3 kg of total weight (Combination B). The chair and desk in Combination A and B are mainly produced for children of heights corresponding to those aged 6-7 and 8-9, respectively, and meet the guideline of ISO 5970 [20] (e.g., children aged 7 using Combination A, children aged 8 and 9 using Combination B) were very high. It is expected that this is a familiar task that is often performed in Japanese elementary schools. Therefore, these findings suggest that guidelines for furniture weights for this task should be provided separately according to the age of the child.
4.5. Implications, limitation and future research priorities

The present study provided useful information regarding weight guidelines of elementary school furniture for promoting classroom activities (Table 2.5). However, it is not possible to propose ideal weights for each age and task, because only a few participants of each age were included in this study, and only three types of chairs were tested. Future research should aim to develop an optimal threshold for elementary school chair weights, in order to extend the practical applications of these findings.

The findings of the present study support the need for lighter chairs to encourage more dynamic class activities. However, decreasing the weight of furniture, while still manufacturing durable and strong products, may be difficult and unaffordable for developing countries. Frail chairs may lead to injuries due to lack of quality control with regard to safety. Therefore, future research could alternatively focus on the key parts of the chair, which are usually held by children, as an effective alternative strategy to improve ease of chair transport.
Table 2.5. Weight guidelines of elementary school chairs and desks for children aged 6-9

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arrangement activities</th>
<th>Weight guidelines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carrying a chair</td>
<td>Although a chair weight of 5.0 kg can be carried, lighter chairs enable easier carrying. For children aged 6 to 7, chair weights at or under 3.2 kg are preferable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lifting and turning a chair</td>
<td>Lighter chairs enable the task to be performed easily. However, appropriate instruction and supervision are required for all chair types, especially for children aged 6, even if the chair is light enough. A 5.0 kg chair weight is too heavy for all children.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrying a chair and desk</td>
<td>This task is not recommended for younger children, especially those aged 6, because of safety considerations. For children aged 8, a total weight of furniture at or below 12.3 kg is preferable. A total weight of 18.0 kg (simulated Indonesian furniture) is too heavy for all children.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.6. Conclusions

The findings of the present study indicate that children’s carrying of a chair, carrying both a chair and a desk, and lifting and turning a chair onto a desk, are strongly influenced by not only children’s age, but also features of the chair, especially weight. Based on the findings of the present study, the weight guideline of furniture’s for elementary school children aged 6-9 was proposed (Table 2.5). Decreasing the weight of Indonesian elementary school furniture that is too heavy for children (especially children of younger ages) is recommended to encourage dynamic class activities. School furniture size and weight should be appropriate
for children’s physical characteristics. Consideration given to furniture size and weight will help to enhance children’s classroom participation and improve classroom activities, thereby leading to better quality education.
Chapter 3

Study of children’s methods of grasping and carrying chair to redesign elementary school chairs for easy carrying, lifting and turning
1. Introduction

Chapter 2 showed that the Indonesian elementary school chair was too heavy for children especially for younger children. In the carrying chair, the task time of Indonesian chair (weight: 5 kg) was significantly longer than the two Japanese chairs (weight: 3.2 kg and 3.9 kg), and the younger children took longer time to finish carrying Indonesian chair than the older children. In the lifting and turning a chair onto the lower and higher desk, Indonesian chair showed a lower success rate (around 20%), and children aged six showed an extremely low success rate. Therefore, according to Chapter 2, the weight of Indonesian elementary school chair was not appropriate to the certain children’s age, so that decreasing the weight of Indonesian elementary school was recommended to encourage dynamic class activities.

In developed countries, decreasing chair weight to accommodate children using light, strong, and durable materials through a qualified manufacturer might be rather easy to execute. In developing countries such as Indonesia, however, there are problems with manufacturing. A simple solution for developing countries might be to produce two types of elementary school chairs—one for ages 6-9 and another for ages 10-12. However, school furniture producers that use conventional woodworking will face production obstacles, such as difficulties establishing standardized manufacturing processes with strong quality controls and effective management. Therefore, if developing countries produce chairs using the standard materials used in developed countries, they might be frail.

Focusing on how elementary school children as a user carry, lift, and turn
chairs in common class activities can provide alternative strategies for modifying Indonesian elementary school chairs without decreasing their weight. Due to individual differences in age, physique, knowledge, etc., children use various carrying methods to complete the same tasks. Previous studies have focused on the effects of carrying methods on anterior load carrying capability. It was found that carrying a load at hand height had better carrying capacity than carrying at elbow height [47, 54]. As such, examining popular carrying methods could indicate that it might be easier for children to perform tasks using their preferred methods.

Thus, the second factor (after weight) in investigating Indonesian elementary school chairs is the parts of chairs most popularly used for grasping. Some parts of these chairs are too thick for children to grasp. Moreover, there are sharp corners, making them unsafe. The shapes of these chairs suggest they were not designed to be easily moved. Without improvements, such poorly designed chairs can create hazardous situations and possibly result in injuries. Thus, in redesigning chairs without decreasing their weight for improved ease of transport, parts popularly used for grasping should be suitably shaped to facilitate effective methods of lifting, carrying, and turning.

To obtain useful basic data for redesigning elementary school chairs to be easily lifted and turned by young children, this study investigated the methods children aged 6-9 used to carry chairs and to lift and turn them onto desks. First, the chair carrying methods, including direction and sequence, were examined. Second, which parts of chairs were most commonly grasped while performing tasks, were investigated.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Participants

The participants in the present study were the same as the participants that involved in Chapter 2. They were a total of 42 children (aged 6-9), including 17 Indonesians (6 boys and 11 girls) and 25 Japanese (12 boys and 13 girls).

2.2. Experimental instruments

2.2.1. Chairs

In order to compare the effect of three dimensions and weight conditions on the carrying, lifting and turning a chair methods, the whole experiment of this chapter used the same chairs as the Chapter 2.

2.2.2. Desks

In this chapter, two desks with two conditions were only used in the experiment of lifting and turning a chair. Those were same desks that were used in Chapter 2.

2.3. Experimental tasks, conditions, and procedures

Two tasks which were carrying a chair and turning and lifting a chair onto a desk, were performed in the appropriate experimental space. Those tasks used the same conditions and procedures as Chapter 2.
2.4. Measurements

Each participant’s movement was recorded by a digital video camera (Panasonic, HC-V 300 M, Japan) at 30 frames per second. To record tasks in detail, the camera was operated freely by hand (i.e., not mounted, as on a tripod), following participants’ movements step by step, such as their methods for carrying chairs and their grasping positions on the chairs.

2.4.1. Grasping part of the chair

Before conducting the experiments, 18 parts of the chairs were coded A-R as the possible points that might be grasped by participants (Fig.3.1, Table 3.1).
### Table 3.1. Codes of the chair parts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Part of the chair</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Top of the back</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Bottom of the back</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Right of the back</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Left of the back</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Right of the chair’s back stand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>Left of the chair’s back stand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>Back of the seat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>Right of the seat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Left of the seat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>Front of the seat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>Right-back of the chair’s foot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>Left-back of the chair’s foot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>Right-front of the chair’s foot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>Left-front of the chair’s foot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>Additional construction on the chair’s back</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>Right of additional construction on the chair’s foot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q</td>
<td>Left of additional construction on the chair’s foot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>Front of additional construction on the chair’s foot</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2.4.2. The criteria of success in lifting and turning a chair

The success criteria of the lifting and turning a chair were almost exactly the same as the Chapter 2.

### 2.5. Statistical analysis

The SPSS statistical package (IBM SPSS version 21.0 for Windows, Chicago, USA) was used to analyze the data. The exact chi-square test [68-69] was calculated to analyze the effects of chair type on the success rate.
3. Results

3.1. Carrying a chair

The methods for carrying chairs were categorized based on the chair’s direction, its orientation, and how many hands the child used. Fig. 3.2 shows the four main carrying methods. Those carrying methods were:

- Carrying method 1: The chair was carried in front of the child’s body with two hands on two parts of the chair, and the chair’s orientation was lateral.
- Carrying method 2: The chair was carried in front of the child’s body with two hands on two parts of the chair, and the chair’s direction was either forward or backward.
- Carrying method 3: The chair was carried at the side of the child’s body with one hand in one position.
- Carrying method 4: The chair was carried at the side or in front of the child’s body with two hands on one part of the chair.

Fig. 3.2. Four methods of chair carrying

Fig. 3.3 shows the percentages of carrying methods used by participants for every chair type in the experiment. Method 1 was used the most (75%), followed by Method 2 (16%). Methods 3 (5%) and 4 (4%) were rarely used. The exact chi-square test indicated
no significant effect of chair type on carrying method.

The participants employed various grasping patterns, using one or two hands to grasp certain parts of the chairs. Table 3.2 shows nine grasping patterns used by participants: AJ, BJ, DJ, GJ, HI, OO, BB, O, and B. AJ, for example, means the chair was grasped by two hands with the right or left hand on Part A and the other hand on Part J. In Patterns B and O, the chair was grasped using only the left or right hand.

Each carrying method had specific grasping patterns. For example, Method 1 showed Patterns AJ, BJ, DJ, and GJ; Method 2 showed Patterns HI and OO; Method 3 showed Patterns BB and O; and Method 4 showed Patterns B and OO. Pattern OO, observed in Methods 2 and 4, was a special case. Table 3.3 shows the percentages of grasping patterns used for each chair type. Parts J, A, and B showed a higher frequency than the other parts. Meanwhile, Parts C, E, F, K, L, M, and N were not used by any participants.
Table 3.2. Frequency of each carrying method at each grasping pattern by chair-type.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method of carrying the chair</th>
<th>Grasping pattern</th>
<th>Frequency for each chair type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Chair A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>AJ</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BJ</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DJ</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GJ</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>HI</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OO</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>BB</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>O</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OO</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.3. Frequency of each part of all chair types by children’s grasp

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part code</th>
<th>Frequency (percentage)</th>
<th>Part code</th>
<th>Frequency (percentage)</th>
<th>Part code</th>
<th>Frequency (percentage)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>43 (18%)</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>45 (19%)</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>7 (3%)</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>19 (8%)</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>7 (3%)</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>19 (8%)</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>J</td>
<td>92 (38%)</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>7 (3%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2. Lifting and turning a chair onto desk

3.2.1. Popular grasping patterns

Participants lifted and turned chairs onto desks using various grasping patterns on different parts of the chairs. They completed the task in steps using different grasping patterns. Grasping patterns were categorized according to the
child’s first step in grasping the chair. Forty first-step grasping patterns were identified for all chairs and desks. Participants primarily used seven grasping patterns, with AJ/JA and BJ/JB as the most popular. The 33 other patterns were less popular. Table 3.4 shows the distribution of the popular grasping patterns.

### Table 3.4. Frequency of each popular first-step grasping pattern by chair-type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grasping pattern</th>
<th>Frequency for three chairs on two desks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Standard desk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chair A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AJ/JA</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BJ/JB</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MK/KM</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL/LK</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NA/AN</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JG/GJ</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EF/FE</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Un-popular</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 3.2.2. Popular grasping patterns and success rates

Fig. 3.4 shows the success rates for lifting and turning three types of chairs onto standard and tall desks. For both desk types, the popular grasping patterns had higher success rates than the unpopular ones with each chair type (Fig. 3.4). The success rates for both popular and unpopular grasping patterns decreased gradually from chairs A to C with both desks. The highest success rate (90%) was achieved with chair A and the standard desk. The lowest success rates, or unpopular grasping patterns, occurred with chair C with the tall (12%) and standard desks (20%) (Fig. 3.4).
Fig. 3.4. Success rates of popular and unpopular grasping patterns for lifting and turning the three types of chairs on standard and taller desks.

Fig. 3.5 shows the success rates for popular and unpopular grasping patterns for all chair types with both standard and tall desks. The exact chi-square test found that the popular patterns had significantly higher success rates than the unpopular patterns with tall desks (60% and 40%, respectively) but not with standard desks (60% and 50%, respectively).

Fig. 3.5. Success rates for popular and unpopular grasping patterns in lifting and turning the three types of chairs on standard and taller desks.
The popular first-step grasping patterns were followed by the second-step patterns, which were NL/LN and MK/KM. Since NL/LN and MK/KM are the same (left and right of the chair’s feet), they were categorized into the same group (Table 3.5).

**Table 3.5. Frequency of each popular second-step grasping pattern following the first popular pattern by chair type**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grasping pattern</th>
<th>Standard desk</th>
<th>Taller desk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chair A</td>
<td>Chair B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NL/LN, KM/KM</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NF</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KA</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JF</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**4. Discussion**

**4.1. Carrying a chair**

This study considered how children carry chairs to redesign them for easier transport. Carrying Method 1 (Fig. 3.2), in which the chair was carried in a lateral orientation in front of the child’s body with two hands on two parts of the chair, was the most popular. Understanding how humans use a product is an important factor in product development [79-82]. The preferred carrying method in this
study is supported by previous research showing that a user’s pleasurable feelings in choosing a product or tool correlate to psychological rather than physical or usability factors [82]. Furthermore, in the material-handling field, Kuijt-Evers et al. [83] found that an object’s appearance affected comfort and preference during handling. In the present study, the shape (appearance) of the chair led children to use carrying Method 1. This was because the position of the hands on the chair tended to balance and stabilize the direction of the chair mass so that it seemed easy and comfortable. Future research should investigate whether Method 1 is indeed the easiest and safest way for children to carry chairs. This study showed that chair-carrying methods involved the child’s preference for grasping certain parts of the chair. The most popular grasping patterns in Method 1 were AJ and BJ (Table 3.2)—that is, Parts A and B on the top and bottom of the chair’s back and Part J on the front of the seat (Tables 3.1). The Indonesian chair’s features were too large for the anthropometry of children aged 6-9 [38-39]. Specifically, the distance between Parts A and B for the right hand and Part J for the left was too large. In addition, its heavy weight [Chapter 2] and sharp shape could increase the difficulty of carrying it with a balanced posture and potentially cause injury. Therefore, to improve the ease of transporting Indonesian elementary school chairs without decreasing their weight, the parts children prefer to grasp should be considered.

4.2. Lifting and turning a chair

The results for lifting and turning chairs onto desks also provide guidelines for redesigning chairs based on grasping patterns. The main considerations are the
AJ/JA and BJ/JB patterns, which were used most often in the first step for each type of chair and desk (Table 3.3; Fig. 3.6). Furthermore, AJ/JA and BJ/JB had higher success rates than the less popular grasping patterns for each type of chair and desk (Fig. 3.4, Fig. 3.5). Thus, AJ/JA and BJ/JB are the ideal grasping patterns for children to easily lift and turn both Indonesian and Japanese chairs.

The secondary considerations are the NL/LN and MN/NM patterns, which were used most often in the second step following the most popular grasping patterns in the first step (Fig. 3.6). Further, NL/LN is equivalent to MK/KM, and MN/NM is equivalent to KL/LK. Therefore, Patterns MK/KM, MN/NM, and KL/LK should be considered secondarily after AJ/JA and BJ/JB to improve the ease of lifting and turning chairs.

![Grasping pattern AJ at 1st step](image1) ![Grasping pattern MN at 2nd step](image2)

**Fig. 3.6. Popular grasping patterns at the first and second steps**

The popular patterns (AJ/JA, BJ/JB) nevertheless had low success rates with chair C and both desks (Fig. 3.4), indicating that lifting and turning the Indonesian chair was difficult. Meanwhile, the popular patterns’ high success rates with chair A showed that Japanese chairs could be easily lifted and turned. In addition, the exact chi-square test found that the popular patterns’ success rates were
significantly higher than the unpopular ones only with the tall Indonesian desk. Therefore, grasping patterns must be considered in redesigning Indonesian chairs to make the task of lifting and turning chairs onto tall Indonesian desks easier.

The results for both tasks (carrying and lifting/turning chairs) showed that Parts A, B, and J were used most by children. Those parts were designed more safely on the Japanese chair than the Indonesian chair. The rounded corners and proper sizes of the Japanese chair parts make it easy for children to grasp and carry the chairs. However, those parts are dangerous on Indonesian chairs, making them difficult for children to carry, lift, and turn. The parts are large, there is no convenient place for children to grasp them, and the sharp corners could cause injuries. Moreover, the chair’s dimensions are unsuitable for children, especially young children [38-39]. The awkward shapes, weights, and dimensions could cause a younger child to drop the chair. Therefore, considering grasping patterns for redesigning chairs promotes safety in addition to easy lifting.

4.3. Implications, limitation and future research priorities

To my knowledge, using grasping patterns as a criterion for designing elementary school chairs for easy lifting and turning is new in this research area. These findings could be very useful for redesigning and modifying Indonesian elementary school chairs without decreasing their weight. It would be interesting for future investigations to evaluate the effectiveness of such modified Indonesian elementary school chairs.
4.4. Conclusions

It can be concluded from the present study that investigation in this area should consider two factors: the main methods of carrying chairs and the most popular grasping patterns for carrying, lifting, and turning them. These are necessary for designing elementary school chairs for easy carrying and moving—especially the heavy chairs that are found in Indonesian elementary schools.
Chapter 4

The effectiveness of the proper shape and holding positions of the elementary school chair to encourage the student transporting a chair easily
1. Introduction

Alternative strategies to improve ease of transport of chairs in Indonesian elementary schools without decreasing the weight have been proposed in Chapter 3. One of the recommendations is the modification of the parts that are usually grasped when children carry, lift, and turn the chair. The modification should also take into account that some of the parts are too thick for children’s grip and the chair’s corners are too sharp. To minimize the burden of carrying the load and to provide comfortable handling, previous studies recommended that the load should have handles [84], that sharp corners and edges should be eliminated [54], and that the size or diameter should fit the user’s grip [85, 86]. Accordingly, as the carrying handles, the chair parts should be modified with the proper shapes for the children’s grip such as an appropriate size and round corner.

Furthermore, the popular holding position, as shown in Chapter 3, indicates two possible positions of the children’s right hand (in Parts A and B) (Fig. 4.1). Previous studies indicated that the muscle activities of the upper limb significantly affect the upper limb position during hand activities [55-56, 58]. In an electromyographic (EMG) study of scapular plane abduction with varied loads in hand, Yasojima et al. [56] and Alpert et al. [58] have found that rotator cuff and deltoid muscle activities were influenced by increasing loads and angles of shoulder abduction. In a work that needs precision of hand position combined with carrying of load, Singholm et al. [55] have examined the effect of arm position while having a load in hand, and they recommended that the arm should be close to the body during the work. To improve ease of chair transport, proper
upper limb position in carrying, lifting, and turning a chair is needed.

Fig. 4.1. Main method (left) and popular holding position with grasping pattern when carrying a chair (right). The red circles (Parts A, B, and J) indicate the parts of the chair that are usually grasped by children.

Thus, carrying, lifting, and turning of elementary school chairs can be made easier by modifying the shape of the chair based on proper holding position. The aims of the present study were to evaluate the effectiveness of shape modification of chairs in Indonesian elementary schools and to provide the proper holding position when carrying a chair and lifting and turning it onto a desk for children aged 6-8 years. After modifying the chair based on the ideas in Chapter 3, this study examined their effectiveness by comparing original (Chair-OR) and modified chairs (Chair-MD) using three measurements, namely task time, electromyogram (EMG) while carrying a chair, and success rates for lifting and turning a chair.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Participants

Participants in this study included 14 healthy, right-handed Indonesian (n = 8) and Japanese (n = 6) children (7 boys and 7 girls), aged 6, 7, and 8 years, which correspond to the first, second, and third grades of elementary school. Participant data were as follows (mean ± standard deviation): age, 6.7 ± 0.8 years; height, 119.3 ± 23.1 cm; weight, 21.9 ± 3.1 kg; grip strength, 7.8 ± 1.6 kgf; hand length (wrist to middle finger), 12.9 ± 4.0 cm; grip inside diameter (diameter from the thumb to the middle finger), 28.0 ± 3.0 mm. The Ethics Committee of the Faculty of Design, Kyushu University, Japan, approved this study (approval number: 125).

2.2. Experimental instruments

Representative furniture from Indonesian and Japanese public elementary schools were used as the main equipment in this experiment, including one Indonesian chair, two Japanese chairs, and one Japanese desk.

2.2.1. Chairs

Two chairs, Chair-OR and Chair-MD, were examined in this experiment to evaluate the effectiveness of chair modification. Chair-OR was the same chair in Chapters 2 and 3, which is the typical chair used in most public elementary schools in Indonesia (dimension, 400 x 400 x 420 mm, width x depth x seat height; weight, 5.0 kg) [38, 39, 43]. The weight (5 kg) was the lowest in the range of elementary school chairs based on a pilot study of chair weight in 11 public
Indonesian elementary schools [39]. The seat height of the chair was the usual height adopted in Indonesian elementary schools [38-39, 43].

Chair-MD was a Chair-OR adjusted by 1) cutting its holding part and curving off its sharp corners based on the popular grasping pattern in Chapter 3. Fig. 4.2 displays the modified parts of the chair, which included the modification of the front seat and feet based on the size of the children’s grip and rounded edges (Fig. 4.2, red circles), and 2) curving the edge of the main and middle backrests (Fig. 4.2, green circles).

The weight of Chair-OR was maintained in Chair-MD, despite the removed parts, by attaching an additional weight that is equal to the lost weight to a hidden part of Chair-MD.

![Original Chair (Chair-OR) and Modified Chair (Chair-MD)](image)

**Fig. 4.2. Details of the modified elementary school chair.** Red circles, shape became smaller and curvy; green circles, shape became curvy.
2.2.2. Desks

Fig. 4.3 shows the Japanese elementary school desk used in the present study. The height of the desk was 580 mm. This height was appropriate for the participants in this experiment (age, 6-8 years; height, 131-144 cm) and meets ISO 5970 [20].

![Fig. 4.3. The Japanese desk height (desk height: 580 mm)](image)

2.3. Experimental conditions

The participants in the present study performed the tasks of carrying the two chair types (Chair-OR and Chair-MD) and lifting and turning a chair onto a desk using two holding positions, which were higher holding position (HHP) and lower holding position (LHP). The holding positions were derived from two popular holding positions in Chapter 3, indicating two popular grasping patterns, which are AJ and BJ (in AJ, the right hand grasps Part A and the left hand grasp Part J, and in BJ, the right hand grasps Part B and the left hand grasps Part J).

However, Chapter 3 indicated that the weight and dimension of elementary school chairs in Indonesia are too heavy and oversized for younger children. Consequently, the position of the right hand in Part A, which is the part usually
grasped, is critical. From the biomechanical point of view, grasping Part A is riskier for children when carrying a heavy and oversized chair because they would need to abduct their shoulder over 90 degree to grasp that part, which is not recommended [55]. Moreover, the down-facing direction of the hand while grasping the heavy chair can lead to the loosening of grasps, and thus dropping of the chair. To eliminate the constraints, this study discarded Part A and recommended that Part B should be grasped instead. Alternatively, Part O was used as an additional part to grasp. The children can grasp Part O in the same direction as Part B, where in the hand is facing up. In Chapter 3, the children grasped Part O as well when carrying a chair.

In summary, the present study used two holding positions modified from the holding position in Chapter 3. The first was HHP of the right upper limb, which used the Grasping pattern BJ, wherein the right and left hands grasped Part B and J, respectively, and has a higher position in the right upper limb. The second was LHP, which used the Grasping pattern OJ, where in the right and left hands grasped Parts O and J, respectively, and has a lower position in the right upper limb.

Furthermore, according to Chapter 3, in this study, lifting and turning a chair involve two steps. In the first step, while lifting the chair, HHP was adopted, which was the same position used in carrying the chair. In the second step, when turning the chair onto the desk, the right or left hand grasps the chair feet (Parts K, L, M, or N; Fig. 4.4).
Fig. 4.4. The method of carrying a chair using two holding positions of right upper limb: (1) higher holding position (left): shoulder abducted 60-90° and neutrally rotated, elbow flexed at 45-90°; (2) lower holding position (right): shoulder abducted 30-60° and neutrally rotated, elbow flexed at 45-60°.

2.4. Experimental procedures

The experiment was done for 6 days in August to September 2014 in a large and flat experimental room of the Faculty of Design, Kyushu University, under comfortable temperature. To compare the differences of Chair-OR and Chair-MD, the same tasks as in Chapter 3 were performed by the participants: 1) carrying a chair and 2) turning and lifting a chair onto a desk.

For each task, all participants practiced before the actual experiment. A brief instruction was given to help them perform the protocol completely. To prevent injury, they used nonslip shoes and gloves. An adult assistant accompanied them for safety and tells when to stop if in a dangerous situation and if the condition looked impossible to continue. After finishing each task, participants were asked about conditions such as pain, fatigue, lack of motivation, etc. to anticipate task
difficulty.

2.4.1. Task 1: Carrying a chair

Participants brought the Chair-OR and Chair-MD from the start to the finish line (distance, 5 m) using the recommended carrying method (Chapter 3), which was carrying the chair in front of the child’s body with two hands on two parts of the chair and with the chair oriented laterally (Fig. 4.4). Then, according to the above experimental conditions, the participants carrying Chair-OR and Chair-MD used two holding positions in random order (Fig. 4.4). The other technical procedures in this task were the same as the procedures in Chapter 2.

2.4.2. Task 2: Lifting and turning a chair upside down

The present study adopted the recommended carrying method (Chapter 3), which was the carrying the chair in front of the child’s body with two hands on two parts of the chair and the chair oriented laterally, using two popular holding positions (HHP and LHP) (Chapter 3). The holding positions and grasping patterns according to the above explanation about the experimental condition. In this task, participants used two steps to turn and lift the Chair-OR and Chair-MD upside down in a random order. The other technical procedures were the same those in lifting and turning a chair in Chapter 2.
2.5. Measurements

2.5.1. Task carrying a chair

2.5.1.1. Task time

In the task of carrying a chair, three methods were used to measure task time. First, a manual stopwatch measured the real time of the task. Second, the task time was measured by frame-by-frame playback of movies that were recorded by a digital video camera (HC-V 300 M; Panasonic, Tokyo, Japan). Third, to monitor the chair movement, a pressure sensor (S120, PH-463; diameter, 12 mm, thickness, 0.5 mm; Nihon Kohden, Tokyo, Japan) was attached to the bottom of one chair leg. The output of the sensor was monitored by a computer. Task period was defined as the time point when one chair leg bottom was raised off the floor to the time point when the chair touched the floor. The combination of the three methods was used to ensure accurate time measurement.

2.5.1.2. Electromyogram

In the task of carrying chairs, surface EMG was measured using a multichannel telemetry system (WEB-7000; Nihon Kohden, Tokyo, Japan). EMG electrodes (ZB-150H; Nihon Kohden, Tokyo, Japan) were attached to six muscles of the right and left arms, which were middle fibers of the deltoid (DMF), biceps brachii (BB), and finger flexors (FF) (Fig. 4.5). EMG data used a sampling frequency of 1 kHz with low-cut filtering at 15 Hz. The WEB 1000/7000 application program (QP-700H; Nihon Kohden, Tokyo, Japan) recorded the EMG data synchronized with the pressure sensor.
Fig. 4.5. Electrodes attachment of EMG on three muscles: Deltoid Middle Fiber (DMF), Bicep brachii (BB), Finger flexor (FF) [88]

After the skin was cleaned with alcohol, electrodes were placed on the skin surface of the selected muscles. For the DMF, the electrode was placed on the lateral aspect of the upper arm, below the acromion [89] approximately a quarter of the distance from the acromion to the elbow, on the greatest bulge of the muscle [88]. For the biceps brachii, the electrode was placed on the center of the muscle mass [89], which was one third from the cubital fossa and between the medial acromion and the cubital fossa [90]. For the finger flexor, the electrode was placed on the ventral aspect of the arm and over the belly of the muscle in the direction of the muscle fiber [89]. It was centered around the midpoint on the line joining the medial epicondyle to the styloid process of the ulna [88].
2.5.1.3. Maximum voluntary contraction recording

Before the task, a test of maximum voluntary contraction (MVC) was conducted for the normalization of EMG activity. Participants performed an MVC against static resistance of each muscle for 3 seconds. The MVC of the six muscles was according to previous studies and handbook test [100-102]. After the completion of the MVC test, the EMG measurement of task was done.

2.5.1.4. Data analysis of EMG

The signals of EMG were rectified and averaged across the data collection period, which was from the start to the end of the task. For each participant, the mean EMG data of each muscle were normalized relative to the mean MVC EMG data, namely the percentage of EMG (% EMG).

2.5.2. Task lifting and turning a chair

In the task involving lifting and turning a chair onto the desk, the criteria of success and unsuccessful completing the task was same as the criteria that was used in the lifting and turning a chair of Chapter 2.

2.6. Statistical analysis

IBM SPSS version 21.0 for Windows (2012; IBM, Chicago, IL, USA) was used to perform statistical analyses. A repeated measures two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) examined the effects of two types of the chairs and two holding positions on task time and EMG activities. The success rates between chair types and between carrying patterns for the lifting and turning task were compared using Fisher's exact test [68, 69]. The level of significance was set at p < 0.05.
3. Results

3.1. Carrying a chair

3.1.1. Task time

All participants (n = 14) completed four tasks, carrying Chair-OR using HHP (Chair-OR_HHP), carrying Chair-OR using LHP (Chair-OR_LHP), carrying Chair-MD using HHP (Chair-MD_HHP), and carrying Chair-MD using LHP (Chair-MD_LHP) (task time, mean ± SD: Chair-OR_HHP, 7.9 ± 1.3 sec; Chair-OR_LHP, 7.8 ± 1.0 sec; Chair-MD_HHP, 7.5 ± 1.3 sec; Chair-MD_LHP, 7.1 ± 1.1 sec). Repeated measures two-way ANOVA showed significant effects of chair types and holding positions (p < 0.05). Fig. 4.5 6 displays the task time comparison of carrying a chair. The task time of Chair-MD was significantly shorter than that of Chair-OR, and the task time of LHP was significantly shorter than that of HHP (p < 0.05).

Fig. 4.6. Task time comparison of carrying a chair:
The effects of (left) two chair types (Chair-OR and Chair-MD) and (right) two holding positions (HHP and LHP) on task time.
3.1.2. The effect of holding position on task time and EMG

Table 4.1 displays the result of the % EMG of each muscle when carrying a chair. ANOVA showed that only the right DMF has a significant effect on % EMG (Table 4.2). Fig. 4.7 displays the % EMG of the DMF when comparing both holding positions. The % EMG of the DMF when using Chair-MD was significantly lower than that when using Chair-OR (p < 0.05). In both chair types, the % EMG of the DMF using LHP was significantly lower than that when using HHP (p < 0.05).

**Table 4.1. %EMG in the carrying a chair using 2 chair types and 2 holding positions (Mean ± SD)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Side</th>
<th>Muscle</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Chair-OR</th>
<th>Chair-MD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HHP (M ± SD)</td>
<td>LHP (M ± SD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right</td>
<td>DMF</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>41.3 ± 24.1</td>
<td>28.0 ± 18.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BB</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>41.3 ± 25.5</td>
<td>55.4 ± 39.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FF</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>71.4 ± 36.3</td>
<td>73.1 ± 34.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DMF</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9.8 ± 6.4</td>
<td>12.5 ± 9.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left</td>
<td>BB</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>59.4 ± 15.0</td>
<td>52.7 ± 15.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FF</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>44.7 ± 26.4</td>
<td>63.4 ± 42.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DMF: deltoid middle fiber; BB: bicep brachi; FF: finger flexor
Table 4.2. Result of repeated measure two way ANOVA of muscle activities in carrying a chair using 2 chair types and 2 holding positions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effect</th>
<th>Right side</th>
<th>Left side</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DMF</td>
<td>BB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chair type</td>
<td>F = 6.56</td>
<td>n.s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P &lt; 0.05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holding position</td>
<td>F = 5.27</td>
<td>n.s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P &lt; 0.05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction</td>
<td>n.s</td>
<td>n.s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DMF: deltoid middle fiber; BB: bicep brachii; FF: finger flexor
n.s: not significance

Fig. 4.7 Effects of chair types and holding positions on the % EMG of the right deltoid middle fiber (DMF-Right) activity when carrying a chair.

3.2. Lifting and turning a chair

Table 4.3 shows the success rate (percentage) of the participants in lifting and turning a chair in all conditions. Participants ages 6 and 7 years did not succeed in any chair type or holding positions. In contrast, participants almost 8 years old could lift and turn the chair successfully (success rate, 67%). In the Fisher's exact
test lifting and turning by all participants in all conditions (between Chair-OR and Chair-MD or between HHP and LLP) did not reveal any significant difference in success rate ($p = 1.00$).

Table 4.3. The success number of lifting and turning a chair

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age (years)</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Chair-OR (N)</th>
<th>Chair-MD (N)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HHP</td>
<td>LHP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Discussion

4.1. Task: carrying a chair

4.1.1. Effect of chair modification on task time and EMG

To improve the carrying of a chair without decreasing its weight, Chapter 3 recommended the modification of the parts that are grasped by children. First, a curved edge was adopted on Parts B and O, which are the bottom of the main backrest and the middle backrest of the chair, respectively. Second, a curved edge and a smaller size were adopted for Part J (bottom of the front seat). Curving the sharp edge of the Chair-OR was done to improve comfort and safer handling of the chair by children. Furthermore, the diameter of Chair-MD was based on the inside grip diameter of the children who participated in this research (average, $\leq$25 mm). Even though children could not fully grasp Part J due to the direct mounting
on the chair’s seat, the decrease in size was expected to be comfortable when the chair is carried.

A positive result was achieved in the present study, that is, the task time of carrying Chair-MD was statistically significantly faster than that of Chair-OR. It indicates that the modifications made the chair more satisfactory for children and carrying the chair became easier for them. The curved shape of Chair-MD in this study was close to the cylindrical shape preferred during carrying activity, as recommended by Mital and Okolie [54]. Drury [53] also recommended the elimination of sharp corners, edges, ridges, and finger grooves to reduce excessive loading. Accordingly, even though the weight of Chair-MD was the same as that of Chair-OR, the curve edge encouraged the children to grasp the chair’s part easily and comfortably and to continue walking and carrying the chair with a better balance posture, which indicates that the task time could be shortened by shape modification.

The result showed that modifying Parts B and O significantly decreased the % EMG of the right DMF. The lower muscle activities indicate low burden on muscle or comfortable handling [55], whereas, according to previous studies [55, 56, 57, 94], the low burden of DMF was strongly affected by the angle of shoulder abduction. Furthermore, the results of a previous study [55] showed that increasing the load in the hand could increase the activity of the deltoid. This can be attributed to the increase in the torque of the glenohumeral joint [95] owing to the increasing load in the hand, which acts as a stabilizer of the complex shoulder joint [55]. This can induce shoulder abduction and increase DMF activity. Accordingly, in the present study, decreasing right DMF activity by curving Parts
B and O leads to the reduction of the excessive weight of the chair as a compensation for the decrease in the angle of abduction due to decreasing torque of glenohumeral joint. Thus, it can be derived from this study that due to a comfortable handling brought about by the curved edge, the excessive weight could be eliminated.

In addition, modifying the shape significantly influenced the % EMG of the right DMF, but not that of the left side. It may be caused by the position of the right hand on the chair, which was higher than the left hand, in the carrying activities. Consequently, participants tend to abduct the right shoulder rather than the left shoulder, and the left hand was more relaxed.

4.1.2. Effect of holding position on task time and EMG

The result of the present study showed that the task time of carrying a chair using LHP was significantly faster than using HHP, i.e., the time for completing the task became faster owing to high upper limb position. It can be explained by the finding that the higher position of the children’s upper limb on a chair indicated the higher elevation of arm abduction, which led to higher muscle activities and higher force of the muscle [54, 95]. Consequently, with a higher burden of carrying a load, walking effort became higher as well and task time became longer because of the need to maintain stability. In addition, early studies reported that a significant interaction between speed and load height position when carrying a heavier load [96] and a higher load position on the body led to a longer time in carrying a load [47, 54]. Thus, the decreasing the burden of the load in carrying a chair using the lower position of upper limb would shorten task time.

The effect of the right LHP, where in the right hand is grasping Part O, is
same as the effect of shape modification, which significantly decreased the % EMG Right DMF. Even though increasing the muscle activity in the shoulder was influenced by the increased weight in the hand [55], the lower position of the upper limb with the same load in hand significantly decreased the DMF muscles as a lifter muscle [55, 56]. Thus, decreasing the burden of this muscle is indicated [55]. Work in the lower upper limb decreases the torque of the glenohumeral joint and leads to the abduction and decrease of its main function, which is due to the rotator cuff muscles acting as stabilizer of the shoulder joint, thus possibly increasing its stabilization with an increasing hand activity [55, 95, 96, 98]. Decreasing the activity of DMF muscles also prevents overloading [55]. In addition, to reduce the risk due to overloading in the shoulder muscles, working with the hand above the shoulder level is not recommended [99, 100]. It can be derived from the present study that it is safer for children to carry a chair by grasping Part O, which is usually placed on the lower shoulder muscle, thus minimizing the excessive weight of the chair.

4.2. Task: Lifting and turning a chair onto a desk

To encourage comfort when grasping a chair and to improve the ease of transport of the chair, two strategies were adopted in the task of lifting and turning elementary school chairs: first was modifying the part of the chair usually grasped to a curved rectangle edge [53, 54] and the second was adapting the diameter to the average grasp of the children [85, 86]. According to the National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology [101], the ratio of mean adult hand length to its grip inside diameter (182.6–44.4 mm) is 4.11. Using this ratio, the
grip inside diameter of children with mean age of 7 years and mean hand length of 126 mm [102] is 30.7 mm. The diameters of Parts K, L, M, and N, which were adapted to the grip inside diameter of the participants (≤25 mm), were smaller than the above calculations. Second, a LHP of the first step was adopted to decrease the burden of the heavy chair [55]. However, the children were unsuccessful in completing the task despite adopting proper shape and holding positions, thus indicating that those strategies did not encourage the children in lifting and turning a chair.

The heavy weight might be the main reason why the children were discouraged from completing the task. It can be explained by the fact that when turning a chair, the child’s hands grasped Parts K, L, M, or N (the feet of the chair), which were upside down, and then lift up those feet before putting the chair’s seat, which is opposite to the feet, onto the desk. This condition induced a higher angle of abduction in the upper limbs of the children, which would be located above the shoulder level. According to previous studies [55, 56], lifting heavy weight using the higher-angle abduction could significantly increase the burden on the muscle. The torque of the glenohumeral joint would be increased because of work on the higher part of the arms [55, 95, 97, 98]. Moreover, working with the hand above shoulder level is risky because of the excessive load on the shoulder muscles [99,100]. Accordingly, a comfortable grasp and a proper holding position on the chair did not counter the heavy chair weight and its additional muscle burden.
4.3. Limitation and future research priorities

The result of the present study provides alternative solutions in reducing the burden of carrying heavy chairs in children ages 6-8 years without decreasing the weight. However, the participants involved in the present study are very few. The body sway of the children when walking during the completion of the task, for instance, can cause inaccurate measurement and contribute to the noise in the EMG result, which possibly affected the accuracy of the EMG results. Because of these limitations, this study failed to determine the effectiveness of carrying a Chair-MD using the FF and FB muscles in proper holding position. Thus, it is necessary to add more participants and isolate the problems related to EMG measurement.

4.4. Conclusions

Two effective methods adopted include 1) modifying the shape of the popular grasping pattern with a curved rectangle edge and based on the size of children’s grasp and 2) carrying a chair in the LHP or below shoulder level, which makes it easier for children to carry chairs.
Chapter 5

General discussion
1. Summary

The objective of this dissertation was to determine the proper weight, shape, and holding position of Indonesian elementary school furniture, and chairs in particular, for easy carrying, lifting, and turning by children aged 6-9 to encourage active learning in the classroom. To achieve this objective, three studies were conducted. First, a study was conducted of the effects of elementary school furniture weight and children’s age on the performance of three tasks—carrying a chair, carrying both a chair and a desk, and lifting a chair onto a desk. Second, a study of the methods of transporting and holding a chair was conducted. Third, a study was conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of implementing chair modifications and a holding position based on the second study for heavy Indonesian elementary school chairs without decreasing weight, as recommended in the first study.

The first study (Chapter 2) established weight guidelines for elementary school furniture that were proportional to children’s body dimensions at certain ages, for the performance of three carrying tasks. In the carrying-a-chair task, heavy weight significantly increased task time. This was in line with previous findings that heavy loads decreased walking speed [38-40]. Similar findings were shown for the task of lifting and turning a chair, and for the task of carrying a chair and desk together, such that success rates for completing the task significantly decreased for heavier furniture. Decreasing age also decreased success rates for both lifting and turning a chair and carrying a chair and desk together. These indicated that children aged 6-7 should carry a chair with a weight
lower than the lowest weight of the chair (3.2 kg), which was used in this study. Children aged 6 should not lift and turn a chair, and carry a chair and desk together. Three tasks indicated that the heavier Indonesian elementary school chair, which was the focus of the study, would result in decreasing performance with respect to transporting the chair. Therefore, to ease chair transport, it was recommended that the weight of Indonesian school furniture be proportional to children’s age ranges.

The second study (Chapter 3) investigated methods of carrying and grasping a chair [14-16, 18] that might provide an alternative solution for redesigning the Indonesian elementary school chair. A focus on user preferences for carrying and grasping might be necessary due to difficulties in decreasing the weight of the Indonesian chair, related to the fact that the redesigned chair will use the same material as the original chair. The most popular method for carrying a chair was in front of the body with the chair in a lateral position. Participants showed a preference for grasping in two particular positions to hold the chair. These positions seemed easy and comfortable for the child’s hands, which tended to remain in a balanced position in the direction of the chair mass. For lifting and turning a chair onto a desk, popular grasping patterns were identified based on children successfully using them. Results indicated that success rates for carrying and lifting the Indonesian chair were still low, even using popular grasping patterns, because the distance between the right hand and left hand was too large for children aged 6-9. In addition, the heavy weight, sharp edges, and improper size of the chair lead children to hold it unstably and drop it to the floor. Therefore, considering grasping patterns when redesigning chairs without decreasing weight
promotes safety and easy chair transport.

In the third study, an Indonesian elementary school chair was modified, without decreasing the weight, to accommodate a comfortable grasp and ease of transport (Chapter 3). The sharp edge of the popular grasping part was curved and the thickness was reduced based on the hand size of children. The effectiveness of strategies using popular holding positions, such as the lower holding position (LHP) and higher holding position (HHP) for carrying a chair, and lifting and turning onto a desk for children aged 6-8 were examined. The chair modification and LHP significantly reduced task time, and significantly decreased activity in the right deltoid middle fiber (DMF) of children. However, for lifting and turning a chair onto a desk, in contrast to carrying a chair, the heavy weight of the chair discouraged ease of transport, such that success rates for completing the task did not improve.

2. Implications

The findings of this dissertation have implications for future investment and policy decisions to improve the quality of education, especially in Indonesia and other developing countries. The government, as an institution responsible for education, should create a policy requiring that elementary school chair types be easy to transport and designed differently for students in grades 1, 2, and 3 versus those in grades 4, 5, and 6. According to these guidelines for chair weights, manufacturers can reduce the weight of popular grasping parts of chairs. Finally, schools can promote proper methods for holding chairs among school children.
The Ministry of Education, as a representative of the central institution of education in the Indonesian government, has the a guideline for local government or private institution that elementary school chair should be easy to transport by children themselves, and should be divided into two groups, which were for grade 1, 2 and 3 and for group 4, 5, 6 [18, 20-21]. However, guidelines should be evaluated to ensure that school chair dimensions matched to children’s body dimensions [38-40] do not lead to excessive chair weight. Importantly, guidelines should be revised in more detail, including revisions to chair dimensions, weight guidelines, and proper holding positions. In order to disseminate policies across Indonesia, their execution should be supervised by adequate systems of government.

3. Limitations

Although our knowledge about load weight, children’s carrying and lifting success, and children’s holding preferences have been expanded based on this research and this study reports new findings in the ergonomics field, some limitations should be considered. First, participants were young children, and each child had unique habits and different experiences that related to completing the study tasks. Moreover, the children’s understanding of how to perform the task varied. Thus, similarity in experiences and understanding by participants might improve the results. Second, this study did not measure subjective factors, such as children’s degree of preferences or favored methods of doing tasks. According to research on manual material handling [103], since carrying and lifting a load not
only involve physiology, but also psychology, user preferences, such as perceived ease and choice of carrying position, should be measured in addition to objective measurements. However, the development of language and understanding are not the same for all children aged 6-9. Thus, not all children would be able to answer accurately about their preferred method.

4. Future research priorities

In the future, in order to expand practical findings, it is necessary to employ more types of elementary school chairs in investigations, especially more types of chairs from Indonesian and other developing countries. Involving children from other developing countries with varied body dimensions is also needed. Furthermore, in the current study, ease of chair transport was measured through task time and successful task completion, and indicator of children’s performance. Thus, our findings might help to eliminate accidents due to difficulties completing the task. Further research on preventing accidents needs to be conducted.

5. Conclusions

This dissertation demonstrates the significant findings that Indonesian elementary school furniture is too heavy and oversized for children at a younger age to complete the tasks of carrying, lifting, and turning. In order to eliminate difficulties in completing tasks without decreasing furniture weight, two effective strategies are recommended. First, the shape of popular grasping parts can be
modified to have a curved rectangle edge and be of a proper size. These parts are easy to hold and can be matched to the hand grip size of children. Second, chairs should be moved using the proper holding position, in which the left hand is at the front of the seat, and the right hand is at the back of the chair. Other strategies should be investigated for lifting and turning a chair. The findings of this dissertation will be useful to propose further research for redesigning Indonesian elementary school chairs, to encourage learning activities, which will improve the quality of Indonesian education.
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